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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays modern computer techniques offer many more possibilities in animation than
before. But even though vegetation, backgrounds, lighting and environments often appear
very realistic, the characters do not always, especially in the way they move. The movements
often seem mechanical and disconnected, fragmented and lacking coherence.

I notice this, because when I watch a film, I watch ‘with my entire body’. My kinesthetic
sense (see Starting Point and Methods) is one of the most important senses for me and while
watching a movie, I tend to move ‘with’ the characters a lot. This happens unconsciously, but
when I experience movements that are ‘not right’, I notice this immediately. And because of
these discrepancies, it is sometimes hard to connect to, or empathize with the characters,
which I then regret, especially when I am really drawn into a movie.

I believe it is the movements that make characters in animation films ‘alive’ as well as
believable – or not. In this project I analyze and describe, through Laban Movement Analysis,
what I perceive as lacking in modern character animation that would make the characters
more alive and credible.

Comparative Analysis
In answering this question, I present an abridged comparative analysis of three different
kinds of animations:
-

Classical animation

-

3D computer animation

-

Motion capture

My analysis addresses general differences between the different techniques used, but also
looks at the common ground and nature of animation itself.
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So far I have no experience myself in animating nor with motion capturing, nor in translating
motion data into (animation) software. In that sense, the analysis for this project is from a
purely experiential movement point of view. However, I did start looking further into
animation techniques to form some thoughts of where my results of the LMA analysis meets
the restrictions and/or possibilities in the techniques used. A real attempt to identify these
restrictions and possibilities will need more research though, so for now I leave it with just
some thoughts on this in my conclusion.

Combining Movement and Technology
I first came to the idea of this project because, being a software programmer for about 13
years now, I never had thought that dance or movement would ever be part of my life again.
I was trained to be a dance teacher and both performed and taught dance for about 5 years.
Then, for several reasons, I decided to switch careers and re-trained to become a software
programmer, which for many seems an unexpected step to say the least, but has been a
completely suitable choice for me, as I can be analytical and creative at the same time in this
profession.
Movement-wise I always kept thinking about myself as a dancer, gladly making a pirouette in
the hallway of my office every now and then. Nonetheless, my life grew very functionally
around my office job and my family, erasing dance and movement from my life more and
more.

So meeting LMA again in 2011 has been a huge gift. It reconnected me to who I am as a
whole: a mover and an analytical mind at the same time! At first the CMA Program was just
something to do for myself, as an Expressive Recuperation from being so Functional in my
daily life. But when Karen Bradley, CMA and Director of LIMS, suggested that I join her for a
Movement Capturing Symposium of the London Knowledge Lab in January 2012, a whole
new world of possibilities revealed itself to me. I then realized that there are areas that deal
with both movement and technology, such as animation and gaming, but also other
technological developments including ergonomics and robotics. And suddenly I felt a new
goal developing of what I would like to do with my life.
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I am now hoping to find ways to use my movement expertise to help develop and enrich
technologies that involve movement. Being familiar with computers and knowing the world
of programming languages, but at the same time embodying the world of dance and
movement, I hope to be able to add something to the mutuality of both realms, using LMA
as a tool and language to bridge between the two.

With this project I am taking my first steps towards finding out more about these
overlapping fields. I chose the subject of human animation because this was the first idea
that occurred to me at the symposium on motion capture in London. On seeing all kinds of
demonstrations of motion capture techniques, I immediately felt there was so much to say
about it from a movement perspective that I chose this subject for my project to find out if I
could indeed identify some of the discrepancies I felt then.
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BRIEF HISTORY OF ANIMATION IN FILM
The Latin root of the verb ‘to animate’ is ‘animat-‘, meaning ‘instilled with life’, from ‘anima’,
meaning 'life, soul'. To animate means ‘to bring to life’, ‘to make lively’. Animation in film is
to give a film or character the appearance of movement, using animation techniques.
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2013)

Animation is about creating the illusion of movement, by displaying many still images – called
frames – together in rapid succession in which every image is slightly different from its
predecessor, suggesting the progressive development of movement. The more frames are
being played per second, the more seamless the movement will appear. To get completely
fluent motion 24 frames per seconds are needed.

History
Early animations, which started appearing around 1910, consisted of simple drawings
photographed one at a time. It was extremely labor intensive as there were literally
hundreds of drawings per minute of film. The key drawings were produced by artists, and
assistants took these drawings and created the in-between images that give the illusion of
movement and complete a sequence.
Around 1913, the development of celluloid, which is transparent except for where drawings
are painted on it quickly made animation easier to manage. Instead of numerous drawings,
the animator now could make a complex background and/or foreground and sandwich
moving characters in between several other pieces of celluloid. This made it unnecessary to
repeatedly draw the static background as it remained static as only the characters moved. It
also created an illusion of depth, especially when foreground elements were placed in the
frames.

In the late twenties Walt Disney took animation to a new level. In 1928 he created the first
Mickey Mouse cartoon which was the first successful cartoon to include sound. In 1932
Flowers and Trees was the first animation in color. Disney produced the first full-length
animated feature film Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in 1937. To achieve convincing
8
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motion for the human characters in Snow White, Disney Studios traced animation over film
footage of live actors playing the scenes. The recorded live-action film images were
projected onto a frosted glass panel and re-drawn by an animator (Wikipedia, Rotoscoping).
This method, called rotoscoping, has been successfully used for human characters ever
since. Rotoscoping is not an automatic process, and the complexity of human motion often
requires the setting of keys every few frames. Rotoscoping can be thought of as a primitive
form or precursor to motion capture as we know it now.

During World War II the US Army and many animation studios produced propaganda
cartoons for the public and animation films for the troops, including training and educational
topics such as how a rifle is to be used and cleaned. Like so many technologies, animation
was also able to develop a lot further due to the needs of and investments from warfare.

With the introduction of computers, animation took on a whole new development. During
the 1970s, computers advanced in rendering curved surfaces and so texture mapping was
developed. Research on fractal geometry helped computers form images more realistically.
The personified binary digit Bit in Tron (1982) was the first fully realized character created
from early computer animation. The film Young Sherlock Holmes (1985) introduced a knight
character that spoke and moved more intricately than the comparatively simple Bit. With
Jurassic Park (1993) a new trend began with major implementation of photo-realistic animal
characters created by computer animation. Pixar's Toy Story (1995) was the first fully
computer animated feature length movie.

At the beginning of this century, computer animators started trying to create characters that
realistically depict humans, for example Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within (2001). Robert
Zemeckis has directed films attempting to accomplish this, including The Polar Express
(2004). For this film he often used the live action performance capture technique, we now
call motion capturing. Motion capturing in film is a technique in which motion is captured by
cameras tracking sensors on the moving subject, after which computers translate this
digitized information into animated models. Many of these early attempts were met with
9
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criticism about realism though. In 2009 director James Cameron won much acclaim for the
innovations he brought to Avatar, including creating realistic (human and otherworldly)
characters, sequences and backgrounds.

The process of creating 3-D graphics for computer animation involves the following steps:
-

Shaping or modeling an object into a model. For this computers figure heavily, in that
the modeling is done either in the computer itself using software or by scanning an
image of a 3-D object into the computer.

-

Animating the model, creating series of still positions of the model, that together can
be sequenced one after another to create ‘motion’. The objects are placed and
animated within the scene using specialized software.

-

Rendering the model into an image, which can then be projected onto a twodimensional space. Once created and placed, the images are rendered using
additional programs into images that appear to be in 3-D.

Sources:
(McLaughlin, 2001), (Meyers, 1999), (Parent, 1996), (Wikipedia, World War II and American
animation), (Zeske, 1999-2013)
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SELECTED MOVIES AND CHARACTERS
In order to frame my project I explored three kinds of animation to enable myself look at
both differences and commonalities in the use of different techniques:
1. Classical animation
2. 3D computer animation
3. Motion capture

From each category, I chose two movies and focused on one character per movie. Then I
selected approximately two minutes of material per character and by putting the extracts
together in one short film clip per character, I created material that was my footage for
observation and analysis throughout the entire process. The constructed clips are an integral
part of this project and this paper is best read in conjunction with viewing these clips.

The selected movies and characters per category:

1. Classical animation
Name:

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs *

Character:

Snow White

Copyrights:

1937 – Walt Disney

Directors:
Movie clip:

David Hand (supervising), William Cottrell, Wilfred Jackson, Larry
Morey, Perce Pearce, Ben Sharpsteen
Snow White

* For Snow White I must add that a young dancer, Marge Champion, served as the liveaction model for Snow White (Clark, 2009) and that the character was not drawn from
imagination, but that rotoscoping was used.
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Name:

The Rescuers

Character:

Medusa

Copyrights:

1977 – Walt Disney Productions

Directors:

Wolfgang Reitherman, John Lounsbery, Art Stevens

Movie clip:

Medusa

2. 3D computer animation
Name:

Sintel

Character:

No name, I will call her Sintel

Copyrights:

2010 – Blender Foundation

Directors:

Colin Levy

Movie clip:

Sintel

Name:

How To Train Your Dragon

Character:

Jenny

Copyrights:

2010 - Dreamworks Animation

Directors:

Chris Sanders, Dean DeBlois

Movie clip:

Jenny

3. Motion capture
Name:

Avatar

Character:

Jake

Copyrights:

2009 - 20th Century Fox Film Corporation

Directors:

James Cameron

Movie clip:

Jake
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Name:

The Lord Of The Rings – The Two Towers

Character:

Gollum

Copyrights:

2002 - New Line Productions Inc. (Warner Bros)

Directors:

Peter Jackson

Movie clip:

Gollum

Disclaimer
This project is not meant to compare the quality of the selected movies. Many factors are at
play in the making of a movie that influence the quality of it. Time and money are just two of
them.

The reason I picked these movies for this project is actually because I like them very much
and because in my opinion they are all of high quality and of high standards, both in
technique and creativity.

My observations and the resulting movement signatures of the selected characters are of
course based on the scenes that I picked out and do not necessarily reflect the entire movie.
I have tried to find scenes that were representative of the character, but sometimes this was
difficult because I needed extracts that were long enough to be suitable for thorough
observation and analysis. For this same reason, I felt the extracts needed to include some
Postural Movement, which generally eliminated close-ups. And given that movies nowadays
switch between camera shots very quickly, finding the appropriate extracts was a challenge
in itself.
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STARTING POINT AND METHODS
My objective for this project is to look at human characters in selected animations from a
predominantly kinesthetic point of view, without attending to the context of the story or the
personae represented by the animated character as much. Taking into account that both
context and personae are always part of the complete action and thus of the movement,
they can never be completely separated.
My looking at the characters through the lens of Laban Movement Analysis to analyze and
describe their movement signatures does include both functionality and expressivity of the
movements, as these are very much interrelated and it is the combination of the two that
produces an empathic response and makes a character and its actions alive and believable.

Kinesthetic Sense and Kinesthetic Empathy
When we observe movement, we perceive this visually, but our kinesthetic sense is involved
too. The kinesthetic sense is the sense through which somatic elements such as body
position, muscle tension, and weight, or movement of the muscles, tendons, and joints, are
perceived. (Dictionary, 2000/2009)

When watching movement, our kinesthetic sense plays a great role in the perception
process (for some people more than for others). The most recent example that I have of this
is of my 6 year old daughter Bente watching a dance exercise on video with me. Bente was
not watching it with her eyes only, I also saw a very subtle initiation of her head bending
when the dancer was rolling down, and a miniscule knee flexion and extension – almost
nothing more than unlocking and locking her knees – when the dancer was doing a grand
plié. My daughter has not done any ballet class of any kind, so her movements did not come
from expectation, nor did they come from actually copying the movement, because she did
not go through with any of the movements. It was her kinesthetic sense that was helping her
to perceive the movements together with her visual sense, as she was completely focused
on the woman on the screen while she was doing the little movements.
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As for myself when I watch dance, or sports, or someone talking with great gestures for
example, unconsciously I follow the movements with my own body. It’s small, often just in
my core, although sometimes a toe or finger gets involved, but it’s definitely there.
This following of the movement is involuntary, but I have noticed that it happens more
intensely when I experience the movements as convincing, genuine and/or believable.

So when watching movement, we ‘feel’ the movement at the same time. This process of
sensing the movement of someone else is called kinesthetic empathy.
An important source for the concept of kinesthetic empathy is Theodor Lipps’ theory of
‘Einfühlung’. Lipps (1851-1914) argued that when observing a body in motion, such as an
acrobat, spectators could experience an ‘inner mimesis’, where they felt as if they were
enacting the actions they were observing. (Reynolds, 2011)
Kinesthetic empathy [can be] conceptualized as an automatic, involuntary, kinesthetic
response of one body to another. Kinesthetic empathy is the feeling of sharing another
person’s movement, or vicariously experiencing another person’s movement simply by
watching, and it is the focus of much current interdisciplinary work in dance and cognitive
science. (Strukus, 2011)

Recently it has been discovered that mirror neurons are at play in this process and research
is being done on this subject. For this paper I will limit myself to referring to Leslie Bishop’s
chapter of the book Non Verbal Communication in Virtual Worlds. (Bishko, Empathic
Engagement In Virtual Worlds, through the lens of Laban Movement Analysis, 2013) In this
chapter Bishop looks into empathy in relation to movement and animation from a
perspective of behavior and intent:
In neuroscience, the recent discovery of mirror neurons identifies empathy as the
physiological mechanism for how we perceive others, learn through imitation, develop
language, and communicate (Rizzolatti, 2004). Mirror neurons in the pre-motor cortex of the
brain fire when we take action and when we watch another’s actions. Furthermore, the
mirror neurons are coded to respond not just to action, but also to intentions (Morrison,
2004). In other words, observing another’s action engenders a physiological response as if
15
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one had the intention and performed the action him or herself. It is also the mechanism
through which we understand what we see; as we observe, we experience it ourselves, and
comprehend it through our own experience.
The neuroscience model involves the perception of movement. It leads us directly to the
notion that how we move as human beings, and consequently, how characters move in
virtual worlds, creates engagement and communication through the mechanism of empathy.
(Bishko, 2013)

Starting Point
So if performance of action is presented in animation in a way we recognize, we will
experience the movement or action in our own body in a way and probably empathize with
it. If the movement or action is presented inaccurately, we may also feel this in our bodies,
but in an uneasy manner and possibly dissociate from the character instead of empathize.
This is exactly my starting point for this project: my sense or feeling of movements not
always being right in (modern) animation, thus hindering me in the ability to ‘follow’ or
kinesthetically empathize with the movements of the characters. In this research I equate
successful character animation with the degree of kinesthetic empathy I feel for the
character.

As a way to identify what is going on in the movements, I use Laban Movement Analysis as a
tool to describe and analyze the movements in order to put into words, what my kinesthetic
sense is telling me. I think LMA is very suitable for this purpose, because with LMA the whole
spectrum of movement can be described, not only body mechanics and function, but the
expressivity of movement as well.

Methods
Before I started watching the video clips of the selected movies, I set up a coding sheet for
myself (see Appendix I), to record my findings on the different movement aspects through
the lens of LMA.
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In order not to lose my Macro perspective, as I know I have a tendency to go Micro straight
away, losing the synthesis of the whole sometimes, I started with ‘key words’ for each
character, to describe in general terms my ‘taste of’ or my associations with the character. In
this process I watched globally, without analyzing or looking at details, using my kinesthetic
sense in the same way. This way I just let images come up from the whole watching
experience itself.

After this I recorded the following LMA aspects in my coding sheets:


Theme – which overall Theme(s) stood out to me



Standing out in BESS – which categories in BESS stood out, or seemed dominant



More specific in the BESS categories, which specific aspects I saw in each component:
o Body, such as: Body Actions, Body Organization, Breath Support
o Effort, such as: Factors, Elements, States, Drives
o Shape, such as: Modes of Shape Change, Shape Qualities, Still Forms
o Space, such as: Directions, Levels, Approach to Kinesphere



Phrasing – which kind of Phrasing I recognized. In this I looked at the type of
Phrasing, being more Swing, Impactive, Impulsive or Even.



General remarks

For each aspect I also had a column for notes in which I recorded my personal thoughts
while I was observing. Often these were thoughts on how different aspects were related
and/or how they seemed to influence my feeling of movements being ‘right’ or ‘not right’.

I observed each character several times (about five times per character). At first I went into
more and more detail, replaying the videos many times during one observation and also
repeatedly replaying short extracts, to analyze what I was seeing as precisely as I could.
At the end (and several times in between) I went back to Macro again, watching the video
clips go by without tuning into the detail, but just to get back at the general ‘taste’ of the
characters and their movement profiles. In the last part of the process I synthesized my
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findings into a description of the movement signatures of the characters, including more
detailed examples from the movie clips to explain my findings.
In Appendix I, I added three stages of my coding sheet on Snow White to give an insight into
the evolving process from the first observations towards the description of the movement
signature.

The entire observation process mostly included watching the video, both visually and with
my kinesthetic sense. At times, I would use my kinesthetic sense more consciously to just
deliberately let my body move with the characters (or not if I didn’t feel it), by releasing my
own Flow as Flux, rather than cutting it off, which sometimes happened when getting too
deeply into the process of analysis.
I also consciously used my kinesthetic sense to intentionally follow or copy specific
movements that seemed awkward, in order to find out what was different about them. I
then used this information and translated it towards aspects and principles in LMA
vocabulary, to describe what I was seeing/experiencing.

I mostly watched the videos with the sound turned off. I did this for several reasons since I
wanted to primarily use my kinesthetic sense, and not be influenced by my auditory sense
too much. At times I did turn the sound on, especially when looking at Phrasing, since
vocalizations can be such an important part of phrasing. Unfortunately I could not do this for
all my clips, since after constructing the clips the sound was not always parallel to the images
anymore. That’s why I decided to leave this out as part of my observation methods,
especially on the detailed level. I still observed with sound sometimes when looking more
Macro, for the sake of the atmosphere of the movie.

In addition to watching the animations, I also fully moved with them a few times, copying
the characters’ movements and trying to embody their movement styles. The first time I
filmed myself while doing so, as another strategy to identify what is going on in the
movements of the characters. Following the characters was really difficult though, due to
circumstantial reasons.
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The first time I only had a small computer with me with a very small screen. With this it was
almost impossible to copy and follow the movements of the characters in real time, which I
needed to do since I had not picked out movement phrases and remembered them.

Furthermore it became clear that the environment is a very big part of the characters’
movement motivation. For this reason MoCap actors and even Marge Champion as Snow
White work with props while acting, however imaginary the environment may be otherwise.
So, having no props at all, made copying the characters extra difficult. For instance, climbing
on a horse that wasn’t there, did not do justice to the same action of Jake, no matter the
discrepancies I discovered in this scene on Jake’s side.

Another issue for me was having to deal with gravity, whereas the characters don’t. I tried to
copy the movements of characters in which representation of gravity was not always
successful, but as I was subject to gravity, it became very clear to me that exact copying of
animated characters is much harder than I had thought it would be.

For that reason I did not use the recordings of myself as a means for observation, because I
thought it would confuse me rather than be helpful. The effort of copying the movements
did give me some kinesthetic information though, which I used in the process of defining the
personal movement signatures.
One other time I moved with the characters, following and copying them in real time,
looking at the clips on a bigger screen. Again, environments and gravity were lacking, but the
ability to really follow them while seeing them, at least gave me the feeling that I came very
close to their movement qualities at times.

After gathering the information I derived a personal movement signature of each of the
characters that describes its general movement style. In these movement signatures I
describe in LMA terms what I observed and I define what I think is missing or what does not
seem ‘right’ to me. Looking at the gathered data from my LMA analyses gave me leads to
look into certain aspects more deeply. Comparing the data of the different characters
19
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between each other gave me information on what is effective in some of them and missing
in others, like when I noticed the powerful Phrasing of Medusa and experienced the
importance of her Phrasing for her as a character to come across alive, I started noticing the
unclear Phrasing in some of the other characters, revealing to me what made them so much
less alive.
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MOVEMENT SIGNATURES
In this chapter I describe the movement signatures according to my analyses derived from
my observations. As explained in the previous chapter, I focus on which Themes I recognize,
which categories of Body, Effort, Shape and Space seem dominant, more specifically which
elements and/or issues I see in the movements of the characters within these categories of
BESS and I describe what I notice in the Phrasing of the characters.
I begin each description with the key words I started out with, these being my interpretation
of, and first response to, each character from the attunement phase of the observation
process. To view the movie clips that I used to observe the characters, you can click on the
image at the beginning of each movement signature to start the belonging video link.

Note: The movement signatures also include flaws that I observe, which usually come from
the animation process itself (that is the technique/method), plus the strengths and/or
limitations of the person who animated the character, or how they were directed to animate
the character. Besides, although I tried to use LMA to observe as objectively as I could, my
own preferences have become a part of the descriptions of the characters’ movement at
some points as well.
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Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

Character: Snow White
Key Words: light, lively, integrated, expressive, defined, distant, blossom, reliable

Themes and Predominant Aspects of BESS
Snow White generally is very busy with the environment with direct focus and Body Actions,
both Traveling and Gestural (cleaning, cooking, running from scary creatures, inspecting the
room), but at the same time she seems very much in relation to herself, reflecting the theme
Inner/Outer to me.
Watching Snow White, I see a constant stream of ongoingness, of Flow as Flux, being
a result of clear and overlapping Swing Phrasing and some Successive Sequencing.
Directional Movement (bridging) and Peripheral Spatial Tension seem very dominant.

Body
In the category Body I see Breath Support in the deep sigh in the beginning at 0:05. In that
moment and right after, when Snow White stands up to empty the bucket and walk to the
well, I get a clear sense of Weight Sensing, especially through the use of some Passive
Weight.
22
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In fact I see clear Weight Sensing and Flow Sensing in Snow White throughout the movie,
conveying a sense of self. She seems to be very self-aware, which I perceive from her focus
alternating between outward and inward. She frequently closes her eyes or has her eyes half
closed, even when interacting with the environment. She loses this in the woods, where she
is running around scared, which seems a logical response in such a situation.
Additionally she has a strong Core Support, inducing a kind of independence, although she
does not seem very Grounded to me, but that somehow suits her personality.
Beautifully animated are some of the Weight Shifts in the more Postural movements, like in
the scrubbing of the stairs right at the beginning, the little bow at 1:05 and the preparing of
the dough at 1:32.

Effort
In Effort I see the following States: Dream State (when scouring and when dancing), Awake
State (when running in the woods) and Stable State (when clearing up the house), in which
the Condensing Efforts seem dominant. Light Weight is the factor that mitigates the
Condensing nature of the other Effort Qualities used.

Shape
Snow White is quite attentive to the world around her and uses much Directional Movement
in her gestures. Due to her Directional way of moving it feels as if, although she interacts
with her environment, she keeps a distance as well and to me she does not come across as a
very warm or embracing personality. I hardly see any Shaping in her movements, apart from
the kissing goodbye of one of the dwarfs at 2:01.

Space
I see a lot of Peripheral Spatial Tension in combination with Stable State with Light Weight
and Direct Space, especially when in the house of the Dwarfs (starting at 0:48 when
inspecting the mess): her arms are held in an arc-like shape, palms facing outwards in sideforward direction. The chest/shoulder girdle is often lifted and retreated backwards, away
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from the hands. This same pattern I see in the picking up and showing of stuff in the house:
her hands away from her chest, head facing the objects she is holding.
A similar pattern I see is when she lifts the cake to cut off some dough: her slightly bent left
arm holds the cake in the air, forward and slightly up in the Sagittal Plane; the right hand is
held in the same direction to cut the dough, her chest is lifted Upward and her head is lifted
too, creating a Spatial Pull in the High-Backward Direction, away from the hands, while her
focus is directed to the cake. And even when kissing the dwarfs goodbye, there are moments
of Peripheral Spatial Tension, when Snow White’s head approaches the head of a dwarf as a
head Gesture and at the same time she pulls her arms backwards (again in a curve with
hands facing outwards), initiated from the elbows.
So the Peripheral Spatial Tension in Snow White often manifests itself in the lifted and
retreated chest, which at the same time supports the sense of Light Weight through its
Affinity, giving Snow White a light-heartedness, more than a distant-like personality. At the
same time the Flow that I see and the Sense of Weight and soft focus prevent the character
of Snow White from coming across as arrogant, I think.

Phrasing
Snow White uses clear Phrasing, supportive of all her actions and communication. She
generally uses Swing Phrasing, which gives Snow White her charm, and I see some Vibratory
Phrasing when she is running in the woods.

General
Snow White seems an integrated character to me. Her movements are very defined and
worked out. All aspects of her movement signature seem to be put in purposely and all
aspects appear to support each other to make her character move as a ‘whole’.
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The Rescuers

Character: Medusa
Key words: intense, expressive, hilarious, self-centered, self-indulgent, manipulative,
sensuous, color palette, self!

Themes and Predominant Aspects of BESS
Medusa is a very expressive character, in the sense that she goes through almost every
emotion possible (joy, disappointment, anger, etc.) over short periods of time, expressing
them in an extravert way, in both facial expression and through her whole body, seen in a
great variety of movement qualities and body positions/shapes, and sensed in her Phrasing
and rhythm of the movement. The Themes Function/Expression and Inner/Outer are
predominant in this character.
Her expressiveness is very present through the varied combinations of Effort Qualities,
supported by the use of Shape Qualities and by her Phrasing.
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Body
In Body I clearly see Weight Sensing in Medusa and also the use of both Passive and Active
Weight. Passive Weight is shown through (amongst other things) visualization of her body
mass ‘hanging’/’resting’ on the Base of Support when sitting (throughout movie). The Shape
Quality of Sinking together with a yielding quality of her movements, support the feel of
Weight Sensing. A beautiful extract is 0:13 – 0:16 when Medusa gradually shifts from Active
to Passive Weight.
Although Medusa frequently shifts to Active Weight as well, I do not see a yield to push
pattern so much. E.g. the Weight Shifts in 0:31 and 1:19, in which she comes from sitting to
standing, are not initiated from a clear push to get up. These are the only movements that
feel a bit odd to me, but since it is not about the getting up (these actions are only
preparations to or supportive of other actions, as opposed to e.g. the actions of Jake
mounting the horse and jumping onto the machine, which are presented as main actions), to
me this does not hinder me in empathizing with the character as a whole.
There is no actual visualization of breath, but still I feel there is Breath Support in the
Phrasing and Sequencing of the movements through the core together with the talking.
Medusa uses both Postural and Gestural movement, all in support of her intentions.

Effort
I see Free Flow in Medusa quite a bit. It is shown in follow-through movements of the dress
and hair and in the Initiation and Sequencing of her movements as well. In 0:05-0:13 I see
several Free Flow actions. For example at 0:11, when she throws her hand up above her
head, the Initiation comes from the proximal joint of the shoulder, Successively Sequencing
through the elbow (Mid-Limb), through the wrist (Distal), into a waving hand, with fingers
‘wiggling’ independently from each other like a bunch of worms. This, together with Quick
Initiation in underlying phrase (Impulsive Phrasing) and some Sustainment towards the end
of the phrase, make it look like Free Flow.
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Shape
The use of Shape is very important in the character Medusa too, to convey her intentions as
well as in what makes her believable. All Medusa’s movements seem to be supported by a
clear use of Shape Qualities, especially Rising, Sinking, Retreating and Advancing. For me this
does a lot for the expressivity and believability of this character.
Also all Modes of Shape Change can be seen, e.g. in 1:15 – 1:47, beginning with a moment of
Shape Flow in her acting out her frustrations with Bound Flow, Strong Weight and Quick
Time (Passion Drive) arm Gestures, Sequencing through to the Core together with a Quick
shaking head Gesture with the eyes closed, completely self-indulgent. Then she has this
short active hold, in which she releases some of the Bound Flow and opens her eyes, in
preparation for the next phrase.
In this next phrase there is a magnificent change when she then makes a very Spoke-Like
Directional Gesture with Direct Space Effort pointing with her finger (her nose pointing in the
same direction, almost following her finger, thus creating Central Spatial Tension), and
reinitiating this Spoke-like pointing Gesture several times. The Weight Shift to standing and
walking supports the Advancing Shape Quality in this action.
And then at 1:41 there is this more Shaping moment, in which she first scoops the air with
her both arms and then hugs one of the crocodiles quite tenderly, with diminished Light
Weight, Sustained Time and Bound Flow (Passion Drive again, more Indulging this time).
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In the following Motif (see below) I describe the mentioned scene in a Vertical Motif staff.

Medusa 1:15 – 1:29

man’s index
nose finger

Medusa 1:37 – 1:48

man’s
face

crocodile

couch

couch
Motif examples of Medusa’s Shape Phrasing
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Space
Medusa uses Central Spatial Tension (as opposed to Peripheral Spatial Tension in Snow
White), especially when she approaches someone in a threatening way.

Phrasing
Medusa’s Phrasing totally contributes to connecting to the character. It is not fragmented by
cuts too much, which gives a good chance to follow her Phrasing. Her having such a varied
Phrasing style supports her manipulative personality, shifting her Phasing according to her
intent and the situation of the moment every time. See for example: 1:35 – 1:44.

General
The Principles of Animation of follow-through and exaggeration used in this movie have an
empathic effect on me, also seen in movements of cloth – supporting the sense of Free Flow
– and objects moving ‘with’ or in reaction to the character’s movement, e.g. the keys
‘jumping’ when Medusa hits the table, attributing to the sense of Strong Weight for
example. This may not be as realistic, but all the more authentic/empathic/credible.
It seems that every aspect of the movement qualities – all aspects of BESS – have been
consciously used in Medusa’s character by Medusa’s creators. In her case these are more
exaggerated than with Snow White, but never too much (for my taste) and certainly making
her expression and intentions clearly supported by her whole body movement.
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Sintel

Character: Sintel
Key words: mechanical, disconnected from environment, robotic, even, grey, jerky,
puppet/marionette

Themes and Predominant Aspects of BESS
The movements of the main character in the movie Sintel, who has no name, and who I
therefore call Sintel, seem all very Functional to me. Emotions are shown in the face, but
seem not to be supported by bodily expression. There also seems to be little reflection of
Inner motivation towards Outer expression in her movements, causing the movements to
come across very mechanically.
Shape is quite dominant in the character, especially Directional Mode of Shape Change.
There is a lot of interaction with the environment, suiting the action-based context of the
story, in which Sintel is bridging between herself and the world around her. Because her core
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is not moving as much (no Shape Qualities), her body shape becomes very static, making
Sintel appear to be somewhat emotionless and disconnected from her intentions. The outer
form of her body shape seems to be doing all the work, without any relation to her Inner, or
intent.

Body
Sintel’s Sequencing often seems to be Sequential, with Simultaneous yet unrelated
Initiations in different body parts at the same time. It is quite subtle, but e.g. at 0:13 – 0:19,
when she stands up to push the door away, her body does not seem to be working as a
whole, but as unconnected body parts fixing a task. The right side of her pelvis and her left
knee seem to be making extra unnecessary Initiations for example. In this I do not see a
reflection of how the Body Connections would generally operate in these movements in a
human mover.
At 0:35 – 0:38, when Sintel leaps to climb up the roof, I do not see any push or reach
happening, which makes the jump appear very unnatural. At 1:20 – 1:28, when she calls her
dragon in the air, I do see some believable reaching moments: with her arm reaching
Upwards to the dragon while jumping up, and another with her chest and head reaching
towards Forward High and with some Counter Tension in the elbows. These reaches and
Spatial Pulls, that are nicely Sequencing through the torso, do satisfy my kinesthetic sense
much better and make it possible for me to empathize with the character for a moment.
I sense a lack of Grounding in Sintel, amongst other aspects of her walk at the beginning. The
walk seems very Gestural to me, the steps initiated from the knees and on top, the torso
almost gliding forward on a straight line. In general, the character of Sintel seems to never
really connect to the Base of Support.
There seems to be no discernible Breath Support, nor do I see an underlying Flow, which
makes it difficult to empathize with the character.

One Micro moment which is really breathtaking for me, is at 0:27-0:31, when Sintel picks up
fruit with her right arm. In this moment everything does seem to come together: eyes
(intent), direction, Initiation and Sequencing, Timing and Phrasing.
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Effort
Although Sintel is in working and fighting situations a lot of the time, I see no Strong Weight
in her movements. Mostly the Strong Weight moments appear to have been translated to
Bound Flow, e.g. at 2:02-2:04 when she tries to push herself up from the floor. I can see the
tension in the arm, but there is no push of the hand into the floor, so I do not perceive the
feeling of counter-thrust or Weight into the floor which would probably make it look like
Strong Weight.
Time Effort is very present though, both Quick Time and Sustained. The use of Time Effort
gives her movement a certain rhythm and I think it is Time Effort that most supports the
expressivity of her movements. When Bound Flow comes in I see Mobile State and
sometimes Remote State with Bound Flow and Direct Space.

Shape
I feel Sintel is in Directional Mode of Shape Change all the time. There is this one Shaping
moment of her right hand at 0:19 – 0:25 when she pulls aside a plank and lets go of it again,
in which she first shapes her hand around the plank to then let the hand slide off following
the shape of the plank. Otherwise her movements are very Directional, both Spoke-like and
Arc-like, Functional in a context of getting things done. This overall use of Directional
Movement and lack of Shape Qualities (I hardly see any movement in her torso, except for
some bending sometimes), give Sintel a mechanical movement style.

Space
Seen from the point of view of Space, Sintel moves rather Octahedrally along Central
Pathways, especially in Gestural movements. When climbing the roof and in the fighting at
the end, the Postural movements are more Icosahedral. Sintel uses a Small and Mid-Reach
approach to Kinesphere.
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Phrasing
I don’t see very clear Phrasing in Sintel’s movements, only some Even Phrasing with abrupt
accents. I mainly see separate initiations that do not sequence through to a clear ending of a
phrase.

General
In general there seems to be much emphasis on details, but with that I see loss of
connection of the Whole (Part/Whole imbalance), with a mechanical result. It feels like the
animators have tried to make everything as realistic as possible, not only environment and
lighting etc., but also skin texture and such and I think this is beautifully done. However,
movement wise this is not achieved to the same level, I find.
The clothing of Sintel is tight and short. This means nothing is ‘hidden’, and thus Body
Connections, Body sequencing and Breath Support ought to be shown, but is not happening
here. Also the impression of Flow Effort is possibly more difficult to show this way. For me
this is an example of trying to be too realistic and too detailed, with the result of losing the
kinesthetic experience of the whole.
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How to Train Your Dragon

Character: Jenny
Key words: mechanical, sticks, expressive, vivid, light, passionate, prickly, jerky, blackberry

Themes and Predominant Aspects of BESS
In the character Jenny, I feel both Function and Expression are represented. Jenny is an
expressive character, but her movements still seem quite mechanical to me. I do not feel any
Flow in the movements. Her vividness and expressiveness are mainly informed by the use of
Effort.

Body
I miss Breath Support and Weight Sensing, both essential to make a character ‘alive’. I also
see little movement in the spine, although there are some moments with Postural
Movement, like at 0:47 – 0:57, when she jumps over the barriers and swings her axe around
in anger with Initiations from the core, in which the spine and core are fully engaged in the
movement. These are very effective and believable movements for me that I can really
empathize with whilst watching. But often she comes across quite woodenly, possibly also as
a result of exhibiting no connection between core and arms. The arms seem like sticks
hinged to the core, but not connected to the center through the core and especially in the
more Gestural Movements her spine does not move.
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In walking, Jenny’s shoulder girdle moves as one unit in the Horizontal Plane, Rotating
around the spine, although her shoulders seem to be circling in the Sagittal Plane. Her Upper
seems disconnected from the Lower part of the body, e.g. at 0:16 – 0:19, when she walks
into the ring, and at 1:05 – 1:07 when she walks towards her friend Hiccups after finding him
at his hiding place. The rotations might be an attempt to indicate some kind of Cross
Laterality in the walk, but the Rotation of the shoulder girdle happening in the Horizontal
Plane misses the true Cross Lateral relation between shoulder and opposite hip through the
center.
At 1:31 – 1:36, when she is badgering Hiccups to tell her what is going on, I see (like with
Sintel) some kind of ‘unnecessary’ and unrelated Initiations, giving me a restless and very
Mobile but disconnected feeling. There seem to be both Sequential and Simultaneous
Initiations from the shoulders, the elbows, head and knees, while she is actually just standing
over him and talking to him in a quite stable position.

Effort
I do not really see Flow Effort, but otherwise Jenny has a strong Effort Life, using Weight,
Time and Space Effort, both as Action Drive and belonging States, mostly in Condensing
configurations, with more Indulging configurations as strong contrasts (e.g. at 0:58 when she
is sitting on a rock sharpening her axe, and at 1:42 when flying on the back of the dragon). I
definitely see Strong Weight in Jenny, for example at 0:53 – 0:57, when she furiously stamps
her right foot on the ground, emphasizing her temper with her whole body. She moves her
arms from High to Low with an Arc-like movement, meanwhile bending her torso Forward,
all Initiated Simultaneously with Direct Space and a lot of Quick Time, but also with clear
Strong Weight (though the axe she is holding appears to have no weight itself). In the
movements following I experience Strong Weight as well, in particular because her entire
body, including core, is involved. (See Motif below)
In the sky, on the back of the dragon, I see clear Light Weight. I think the transparency of the
clouds around her help to give the illusion of Light Weight, and also the use of another more
Indulging Effort Quality: Sustainment. The affined use of Space in her arm gestures and focus
towards the High Level, is helpful as well.
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Jenny 0:53 – 0:57

+

+

axe

Motif example of Jenny’s Effort life with Strong Weight

Shape
Jenny’s movements are mostly in Directional Mode of Shape Change, bridging from self to
the environment. I see no Shaping nor use of Shape Qualities, which contributes to the
mechanical feel I get from her, just like with Sintel. The hair fixing that she does, could be
seen as a Shape Flow ‘touch’, but there seems to be little relation to self and in the end the
movement is too articulated to be Shape Flow, I think.
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Space
Jenny’s movements are rather Planar. I see some Transverse movement when she is angry,
at 0:53, in her ‘dance with the axe’.

Phrasing
Her Phrasing I would describe as abrupt Accenting or very short Impactive Phrases. There
seem to be many separate Initiations, and Effort Accents, but no follow-through in the entire
movement phrase or in her body, in this case fitting the personality of the character of
Jenny. This changes into Even Phrasing, maybe even some diminished Swing Phrasing, when
she is flying the dragon, and – together with the Light Weight and Sustainment in that
moment – this shows a different side of her.

General
Although the movement sequences of Jenny are similarly mechanical to Sintel on a Body
level, I feel that Jenny’s strong expression through Effort makes her movement more
believable.
The fact that the whole story, including its characters, is more exaggerated, also makes it
easier to accept the illusion of the animation as real. (Bishko, The Uses and Abuses of
Cartoon Style in Animation, 2007)
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Avatar

Character: Jake
Key words: stocky, purposeful, masculine, earth, simple, woodblock, stiff, reliable

Themes and Predominant Aspects of BESS
The theme Mobility/Stability is important in the character of Jake. I see much Stability, since
he hardly ever moves off-balance and his trunk moves as one ‘block’ most of the time, with
very little spinal movement. Still there is a lot of Mobility in the actions he is undertaking.
I see Exertion/Recuperation as well, fitting in the idea of action movie of course. There are
many actions, in which Jake is exerting his energy, but there are also many moments of quiet
and tender recuperation in his relating to Neytiri. Both themes of M/S and Ex/R fit to how
male and military movement is generally projected.
Much harder to say in which aspects of BESS stand out the most in this character. I mostly
see Body, but more in the sense of his vigorous body type, than in his movement. In
movement I experience absence of Body elements (connections, grounding etc.) instead.
I am wondering if I see Shape, because like in Sintel, there are a lot of bridging actions in
dealing with the environment, like mounting the horse and killing the deer, but Jake uses a
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more Shaping Mode of Shape Change to interact with the world around him than a
Directional one. At the same time I do not get a sense of mutuality so much. Instead I feel
that Self prevails over Other somehow.

Body
Standing out in the category Body for me are Core Support and a strong Upper-Lower
Connection. Although the immobility of Jake’s spine works counterproductively in
kinesthetically empathizing with him in his more Postural Actions, the Core Support does
give the Stability and reliability his character represents.
However, I do see some beautiful Body Sequencing that follows the neuromuscular
pathways of the Kinetic Chains in Jake, for example at 0:19 – 0:21, when he reaches BackHigh with his left arm to grab his ponytail, slightly Retreating with his chest at the same time.
One can recognize the Kinetic Chain through the arm, shoulder and chest as well as the Cross
Lateral Connection from the Counter Tension in his right elbow towards Forward Low.
There are also moments where the Cross Laterality is missing, like right at the beginning,
when Jake is inspecting the horse, at which point I see Body-Half Body Organization, and at
0:29 – 0:45, when he walks over the tree high in the air and looks down, I see CrossLaterality in the limbs, but no sequencing through in the core. Both moments give Jake a
clumsy appearance, which could very well be intended, him not being accustomed to his
Avatar body yet.
What I don’t see is Sense of Weight and Grounding. To me Jake seems to be floating over the
surface a great deal of the time. I see no yield to push patterns, which would support the
Grounding in his actions. Like at 0:05 – 0:09 when he tries to mount the horse, he puts his
hands on the horse to press himself up, but there is no giving into the Weight (yielding) nor
is there a pushing down through his hands. I would expect to see some Spreading and
Binding of Flow in the hands and arms, thus creating the illusion of counter-thrust and
gravity belonging to an action of lifting one’s own body weight. The absence of the push
makes the action quite unbelievable for me.
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Then at 1:12 – 1:20 Jake jumps onto a huge machine with great leaps that appear to come
out of nothing. Although you can see the reach in the core at the highpoint of the jump,
there is no sense of him actually pushing away the Base of Support at the initiation of the
jump to get himself off into the air. Also there is not an accent of Quick Time and Strong
Weight that would be necessary for this kind of jump. Instead his body seems to be moving
over the machine in an almost Even Phrase.
In addition to this I do not see any impact on his body in the landings. Both in the jumping
over the machine, as well as at 0:49 – 0:52, when he jumps over the ledge to kill the deer, it
seems that he never actually hits the surface after his jump, which adds to the feel of lack of
Grounding, as opposed to Neytiri, who does seem to actually ‘land’ in the same scene right
after Jake. After her landing, Neytiri has a short recuperative hold, in which she reconnects
with her Center of Weight to regain her balance before she goes on. In this hold there is
some follow-through movement of the hair, showing the continuing energy of the jump and
exhibiting the sudden stop at the same time.

I miss Weight Sensing and also Flow as Flux in Jake, which makes him a ‘distant’ character to
me. I don’t see him breathing, which I find rather annoying, especially since the character is
half-naked and therefore one should see the breath clearly. At 01:42 however, there is one
clear moment in a close-up almost at the end of the movie, in which you can see him take
one deep breath. This is almost a relief for me, since I then feel I can allow myself to release
my own breath, which I tend to hold when watching Jake. This one breath suddenly makes
Jake alive, too!

Like Sintel and Jenny, Jake also seems to have moments in which just too much is happening
in his body. E.g. at 0:57 – 1:04, when he kills the deer, Jake leans over, with a Weight Shift
bending over the animal, partly changing his Base of Support towards his hands that are
resting on the deer, then shifts his weight back to his knees again, meanwhile Rotating his
head to look at what he is doing. During the Weight Shifts, there seems to be going on much
more though, which is all difficult to identify. Again it gives me a very restless and Mobile
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feeling in my own body, whereas the action itself seems to be of a Stable nature. Again I
would speak of unrelated Initiations, from the Core this time.
Maybe this has to do with the overly dominant Core Support with hardly any movement
Sequencing through the core. The separate Initiations of the core into different directions
may be valid in themselves, but they are from the periphery of the core and not followedthrough in the core itself, which gives it a Sequential and disconnected feel.

Effort
In Effort I see Bound Flow mostly, although maybe not so much from muscle tension, but
more from the held core without breath. Sometimes there is some Direct Space to it, making
it Remote State. I do experience Strong Weight very much on this convincing moment when
Jake hits the camera on the machine, at 1:21. The sense of Strong Weight is supported by
the effect of his movements on the camera that he is smashing and by the illusion of the
actual weight of the rock in his hand, together with a nice fluctuation in Time Effort in the
repeated hitting action.

Shape
I experience a huge lack of Shape Qualities, making Jake emotionless but not robotic like
Sintel. Because the Body Connections seem somewhat better implemented, Jake appears
more human to me.
I have trouble identifying his movements as more Arc-like Directional, Shaping or even Shape
Flow. I am actually thinking maybe they are all, but not articulated specifically and therefore
coming across as diffuse.

Space
Jake uses Transverse Movement mainly and he moves within the Mid-Reach of his
Kinesphere.
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Phrasing
I would say Jake uses Even Phrasing and sometimes Impactive Phrasing, but also here, shots
often are so short and scenes edited crisscross from close-up to close-up to long shot to back
view to turning the camera around the character, that one can hardly attune to the Phrasing
of the character.

General
I think Avatar is a beautifully made movie in which an extreme amount of attention has gone
to the backgrounds and scenery etc. From the use of MoCap technology I would expect the
movements to be quite natural. But still I see discrepancies in the translation of the
movements to the screen. Missing the illusion of gravity through Weight Sensing, Yielding
and pushing, but also the lack of spinal and chest movement (Breath Support, Shape
Qualities) and of Flow and Phrasing makes it difficult to empathize with the character of
Jake. So yes, the movements seem more natural than computer animation without MoCap,
but there is still a lot to improve upon.
I must add, that I think that some of the other characters of the Na’vi, like Neytiri, definitely
have Flow and their movements seem much more integrated than Jake’s. Though some of
these differences may come from conscious choices, perhaps in this case based on the
gender of the characters and the personification of two cultures (Neytiri being one of the
People and Jake a human in an Avatar), I am not convinced that this entirely explains it.
Maybe it is a result of different animation teams for the different characters, or different
choices of the director, or of divergent qualities of the MoCap actors, who knows. It might
be interesting to research this, but then this would be a different project.
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The Lord of the Rings – The Two Towers

Character: Gollum
Key words: sneaky, filthy, nasty, vicious, gentle, cave, dark, agile, disconnected

Themes and Predominant Aspects of BESS
The character of Gollum is an agile creature, mobile and very flexible. His interactions with
the Outer world serve his Inner experience. I see a lot of Mobility in his body through the use
of Mobile State (especially Free Flow and Quick Time) and through the Successive
Sequencing throughout the whole body. Shape Flow is an important aspect of Gollum’s
movement signature as well.

Body
First of all, Gollum walks on hands and feet, therefore constantly changing his weight
support from hands and feet to squatting and back. Gollum appears to have a strong HeadTail Connection and a lot of his movements are Initiated from his head, like when he fights
with the Hobbits to take the ring at 0:43 – 0:52. He first pulls from his head to liberate
himself, and then he almost pushes from the head to push over Frodo, then directly rotates
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his head again and checks over his shoulder to see Sam, his other opponent, and eventually,
when noticing the ring, lifts his head with Quick Time and Direct Space (Awake State),
lengthening his spine, to literally jump on Frodo, the jump also initiated from the head.
He has a curved but very mobile spine. I feel that again the spine or core sometimes even
moves too much as a result of ‘unrelated Initiations’. At times several at the same time into
different directions, giving a disconnected feel. E.g. at 1:12 – 1:17, when he is talking to Sam
about his cooking there is an example of this I think. Again there is this moment of actual
Stability in the situation of just sitting and friendly talking, but it is animated with a lot of
Mobility, shown in the many Initiations in the spine and plentiful Weight Shifts (at 1:12).
Partly this belongs to Gollum’s creepy personality, almost animal-like, but even then my own
kinesthetic response informs me that it is just slightly too much.
In general Gollum uses a lot of Postural movement and locomotion. I see some yielding and
clear Sequencing through the entire body, e.g. at 0:08 – 0:33 when he is climbing down a
rock (head down). There is yielding in his joints (wrists, shoulder joints) and I can see the
Change of Support affecting his torso through the arms and the shoulder blades (HumeralScapular Rhythm).

Effort
Gollum is in Direct Space and fluctuating Time Effort, making it Awake State. Combined with
Flow effort, like at 0:08 – 0:33, when Gollum climbs down the rock to sneak up to the
Hobbits in Direct Space, fluctuating Time and Bound Flow, it becomes Vision Drive.

Shape
Prominent in Gollum’s Body Attitude is the Ball Shape Form, from which he easily spirals into
a Screw when looking around initiated from his head. There is also plenty of Shape Flow,
which suits his character: a lot of sense of Self/Selves.
Though small, or subtle, there are some Shape Qualities in his movement, primarily
Advancing and some Retreating and Sinking.
A very alive and believable moment is when Gollum is talking to Sam about the potato soup
at 01:41 – 1:57. There is nice Shape Flow with Breath Support on the sputtering and well44
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done subsequent phrases in approaching Sam: first some talking with Initiation from the
head, Sequencing through the spine, with some Retreating and Advancing again, followed by
another Initiation from the head with clear Direct Space and Quick Time, to travel towards
Sam to then slightly Retreat again with a Shape Flow head shaking in fluctuating Flow Effort,
that completes the movement phrase. (See Motif below).

Gollum 1:41 – 1:57

ground

Motif example of Gollum when talking to Sam
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Space
I feel clear choices in the use of Space have been made for this character, like the moving in
the Low Level and in Near-Reach Kinesphere. The way Gollum moves in Space strongly
supports his character and the role he fulfills in the movie (a bug that we hate and need at
the same time). Apart from these Spatial choices for Gollum, it seems to me that the Spatial
Tensions in Snow White and Medusa are the only other examples of conscious use of Space
in the selected characters.

Phrasing
Gollum uses Impulsive and Vibratory Phrasing. Again movement phrases are often cut, so
one can’t see the ending of a phrase, like at 1:58 – 2:14, when he is catching and eating fish:
every time I empathize with Gollum’s rhythm and Phrasing, the director cuts to a totally
different shot. I find this pretty disturbing, at least when watching the fragments on such
Micro level, and it does not help to empathize with the movement.

General
Gollum has a split personality and the creepiness of the movements coming from the Shape
Flow, mobile spine and unrelated Initiations, adds up to the character that Gollum
represents: sneaky, snake-like, untrustworthy, crazy. There is a big Part/Whole theme in
Gollum’s insanity: fragmentation of the whole into parts. I think the MoCap technique is very
well worked out on most levels, but if one looks very closely, there are still some breaches
towards kinesthetic believability.
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THOUGHTS ON IMPORTANT ISSUES IN (MODERN) ANIMATION
When observing, analyzing and describing the movement signatures of the selected
characters, one important discovery for me was that it was much easier to kinesthetically
empathize with the drawn characters of Snow White and Medusa from the classical
animated movies than it was with the computer animated characters. Even the characters
created by motion capturing did not convince me all the way. I think the movement of
Gollum was very well done for the most part, but Jake on the other hand was one of the
most difficult characters to empathize with, together with the computer animated character
of Sintel. I also found that it was not only easier to empathize with the drawn characters,
they also were much easier for me to analyze and describe in LMA terms.
I think the key to my experience in this is synthesis. I feel the drawn characters, though
created with much less detail and expressed as very cartoon-like characters, come across
much more as a whole than the other characters. And for me that makes them more
convincing and alive than the others.
Each character had beautiful moments in which I could completely go with the movement
and be in awe of the completeness of the movement experience of that moment. The drawn
characters however, gave me this experience the whole time, whereas for the computer
animated characters these were just moments, like with Sintel and Jake, or, as with Jenny
and Gollum, the sense of kinesthetic empathy was regularly interrupted by moments that
felt ‘off’ movement wise.

The question is: Why were the characters made with help of computers more difficult to
empathize with and more difficult to analyze and describe? Are the computer animated
characters not as worked out in their movement signatures by the creators as the drawn
characters? Is it harder to make a character ‘human’-like, when using computers than when
using pencil and paper maybe? Has the call for detail and realism introduced a loss of
synthesis and wholeness? Or is it just my own bias of liking these cartoon-like figures and
exaggeration?
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This research is too small to really have an answer to these questions, plus my knowledge of
and experience with animation and animation techniques is insufficient to be able to say
anything about it from that point of view.
In addition I must acknowledge the fact that I have been looking at the selected extracts on a
very detailed level, repeatedly, and that this is not how one looks at a movie to be
entertained. So many things that I have noticed now possibly would have passed by
unnoticed in another context, at least on a conscious level. But as stated before, it is my
subconscious kinesthetic experience that sometimes makes me feel estranged from
animated characters. So the detailed looking into this, was my way to try and find out what
is going on here, both on Micro and Macro level.

In this section I will lay out my thoughts on the things I have been seeing to ‘capture’ from
an LMA perspective what is important in the movements of animated characters, in order to
be able to kinesthetically empathize with them.

Phrasing
First of all what is important to be able to empathize, is to get a feel of the Phrasing of a
character.
Phrasing describes how we sequence, layer and combine the components of movement over
time… Our uniqueness is expressed through our movement phrases: they reveal
individualized rhythmic patterns and preferences for how we combine the elements of
movement. (Bishko, 2013)

A phrase always has a beginning, a middle and an end, preceded by a preparation and
followed by a transition towards a next phrase:
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The transition can be the preparation or initiation of the next phrase, linking separate
phrases organically together. Phrasing is the way of how all movement components are
combined and ‘glued’ together, thus accomplishing coherence. Phrasing can be seen at
many levels, both Micro and Macro, with phrases and sub-phrases. The way one phrases
ones movement says a lot about the person, personality, intention and/or mood one is in.

Especially in the computer animated movies I analyzed, I saw many cuts and very short
extracts. As a result I lost the sense of the Phrasing of the characters. Many different views
are used to give a picture of a situation/action to increase the viewer’s arousal level. These
cuts often interfere with the phrasing of the observer (no mentally stable person observes in
such a fragmented manner) as well as with the Phrasing of the characters themselves. Of
course background sounds and music help to continue the sense of a phrase, and often one
can see that when a camera shot returns to the character, the Phrasing is taken into account
by continuing where the character’s movement would logically be at that moment. One can
see this with Gollum for example, when he is at the pond catching and eating fish. These are
beautiful moments of a very gentle Gollum enjoying himself, singing and swinging to his own
song, but interspersed with cuts of the characters around him. When the camera returns to
Gollum, you can see that the shot returns to precisely the ‘right’ place in his little dance to
follow the movement phrase again. But just as you feel the phrase ending, the camera is
showing Frodo again, thus not giving you the opportunity to ‘end the Phrase with Gollum’
and leaving an unfinished feeling.

I think it is very important to experience entire movement phrases (including preparation
and recuperation) to be able to connect to a character and gain an understanding of the
character’s dynamics through its Phrasing preference.
However, I am not sure if Phrasing, and specifically different kinds of Phrasing, has always
been very much attended to in the computer animated characters that I have been
observing (with and without MoCap), whereas this is exactly what was attended to in the
creation of Snow White and Medusa as far as I can tell. As I described in the analyses,
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Medusa in particular ‘lives’, as a result of her Phrasing. Phrasing apparently was very
consciously deployed, to express her personality, giving a clear sense of what she is ‘up to’.
Possibly Phrasing is harder to achieve in computer animation. Probably it is possible to
create and achieve discrete movement sequences on a computer, but my guess is that it is
much more difficult to organically connect the transitions to what has preceded and to what
follows using computer technology.

Initiation & Sequencing, Kinetic Chains and Body Connections
Initiation and Sequencing are very much aligned with Phrasing. They are an aspect of Body
Level Phrasing. Phrases are initiated and followed through the body in one way or another
(Studd & Cox, 2013).

In the movies I analyzed, I frequently felt that the Initiation and Sequencing of movement
through the character’s body were either absent or not very well rendered. I saw many
Initiations without subsequent Sequencing through the body. Or worse, distinctive Initiations
of body parts at the same time that did not seem to be related to each other, different from
Simultaneous Sequencing in which there is clearly one Initiation, carried out by several body
parts at the same time. Of course they could be very short overlapping phrases, in which
case I would expect some underlying intent of haste or restlessness. However, I notice these
unrelated Initiations at parts where the character is not actually in a hurry, but rather in
moments of stability. To me these Initiations seem without intent, giving me a disconnected
feeling overall.

I am actually thinking that my observations on the ‘unrelated Initiations’ may be related to
the ‘moving holds’ (Bishko, 2013):
In animation terms, the transition of a phrase is sometimes referred to as a settle, where
motion comes to a standstill, or hold. … During this pause in the action, we don’t want the
character to be completely immobile. Transitions may include overlapping action, such that
the character never really comes to a full pause, but a pause or new thought in the intent of
the character can be perceived. Our bodies are never completely unmoving; we breathe and
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move through very subtle weight shifts even when trying to stand still. Animators create
moving holds to keep the character alive onscreen. Particularly in 3D computer animation,
frozen characters will look either dead, or like robots!
Transitions are among the more challenging moments for animators to create, as they can
be subtle. If the character’s intent during the transition is unclear, or has not been
attended to, transitions between movement phrases will look awkward onscreen.
Transitions may not seem as important as the main action, but if a transition doesn’t read
clearly, the believability of the entire movement sequence will suffer.

I think awareness of the different ways of Sequencing – Successive, Sequential and
Simultaneous – could be helpful to create more logical movement sentences.

Body Connections and sequencing through the Kinetic Chains are very important to create
believable movement sequences as well. And in stillness, awareness of Body Connections
and Organization may even be more important than in action, since in stillness the body with
all its connections is all that we are seeing in a character. Minor Shape-Flow adjustments,
such as Weight Shifts that are used during holds, function to restore or reconnect with the
Body Connectivity.

I think Body Organization and Kinetic Chains are not always effectively addressed in the
animations that I have been analyzing. By that I don’t mean that every movement should
always be anatomically correct. Animation is generally not about that at all: exaggeration for
example is a very common way to be expressive in animating characters and movement. This
can be seen in Snow White and Medusa. Although I did not necessarily observe a clear
reflection of Kinetic Chains through the movement of these characters, I did not miss them
either, possibly all the more so because their bodies are drawn quite roughly with few
anatomical details.

However, on a body level, characters are presented more realistically in more and more
detail nowadays, especially in computer animated movies. In addition they are presented in
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more revealing or tighter clothing, showing skin and muscles etc. Seeing so much of the body
itself makes it even more important to render Body Organization and Body Connections very
clearly to allow the viewer to kinesthetically empathize. Examples of where this is done
beautifully is when Jake reaches back to get his ponytail and when Sintel reaches for the
fruit.

I can imagine that knowledge of the Body Connections can be relevant to an animator,
maybe even more so than knowing details of anatomy. You can create a more coherent
image from the Body Organization than from every bone and joint separately, and much
faster too, I assume.

Core Movement through the Spine and Shape Qualities
Another important issue in being able to empathize with the characters is if and how they
move their core. It seems obvious that a character with a still core will not come across very
alive, but I feel that the spine (having 26 vertebrae, thus multiple joint articulations) is often
treated as one unit in animation.

When visiting the conference in London, the primary thing that struck me was the
inadequate way of how core movement was being addressed. The MoCap suits in the
presentations often had one marker at the neck and one at the pelvis, thus producing
completely robotic movements on screen. In the meantime this is improving in newer
models used for MoCap and the result of this progression can be seen in Gollum, whose
curved and pronounced spine is a very dominant characteristic, moving quite well.

Of course one can question if such meticulous articulation is always necessary. Snow White
for example, does not really express a lot of spinal movement. But she does move her core!
So it depends on how much detail one wants to go into in generating an articulate character.
If you want to present a rather rough image of a person, outlines of the core will suffice. If
you want to go into a great deal of detail, which many motion capture movies are trying to
do, much more specific movements of the spine and body core becomes necessary.
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In any case, the core has to be involved in the movements of the character in some way.
Have you ever tried moving around for a while, with hardly any involvement of the core?
You might feel like Jake in Avatar!

From a Shape perspective, what I think is missing in core movement is the use of Shape
Qualities. It is my belief that expression of Shape Qualities can highly add to our sense of
kinesthetic empathy, since the Shape Qualities are directly connected to the expressive and
emotional side of movement.
Apparently researchers agree with me on this, as according to recent research at Princeton
University, that challenges the predominance of facial expressions as an indicator of how a
person feels, body language more accurately conveys intense emotions than facial
expression. (Kelly, 2013)

For instance, putting a fist in the air alone will not come across as angry, not even when the
arm is shaken with Bound Flow and Strong Weight, unless the core is involved. Even an
added angry look on the face of the character will not make its opponent and/or audience
feel threatened. The Advancing Shape Quality will do the trick though, as we can see in
Medusa pointing at her small male accomplice.

One of the classic Principles of Animation (Johnston & Thomas, 1981) is Squash and Stretch,
which correlates to what LMA defines in human movement as Shape Qualities.
Squash and Stretch refers to the elastic qualities of objects or characters, and how force and
gravity can affect their shape. For example, a bouncing ball flattens on impact with the
ground, and elongates as it moves through the air. (Bishko, 2013)

In her paper ‘The Uses and Abuses of Cartoon Style Animation’, Leslie Bishko writes about
how the Shape Qualities of Laban Movement Analysis, the Effort/Shape Affinities and the
Kestenberg Movement Profile (an application of LMA theory) are related in this matter and
she made an example of each of the 18 Shape Flow variations, that are underlying the Shape
Qualities (Bishko, 2007):
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Leslie Bishko’s animation of the KMP variations of Shape Flow

I think that the idea of Squash and Stretch could very well be applied to the cores of
characters too, thus creating the sense of Shape Qualities.

Breath Support
Related to and intertwined with the above subjects (Core movement, Phrasing, Initiation &
Sequencing and Shape Qualities) is Breath Support. Though we are not aware of it all the
time and although we may not notice it in other people all the time either… as living beings,
we breathe...

In general our breathing can work with us or against us, for example when we are screaming
with joy or when we feel tense and unconsciously hold our breath. As such our breath plays
an immense role in our communication. We ‘say’ a great deal with our breath and we
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perceive much about another person’s mood and/or intentions by how they are breathing.
Breath defines many things, for example life, emotion, phrasing and intent. So I feel it should
not be left out in creating animated characters.

However in most of the animated characters, breath is almost never shown. There are some
moments when breath is evoked, e.g. in Snow White after she has scrubbed the stairs and in
Jake at the end of the extract when he is talking to Neytiri. These are very exciting moments
that really draw me in, but otherwise breath unfortunately has no ongoing role in the
expression of the characters. Especially in Motion capture movies I was amazed that so little
breath is conveyed in the characters and when looking at the MoCap suits, it surprises me
that there are not more markers around the chest, whereas at times they do use multiple
markers on the faces of the actors for capturing their facial expressions.

Of course it would not be viable to animate every inhalation and exhalation of a character
and possibly very distracting too, but as seen in Snow White, the one deep breath after the
scouring the stairs, immediately creates the illusion of her being alive and that illusion stays
with her much longer than only that one moment.
And although one does not actually see any inhalations or exhalations in Medusa, her whole
Phrasing is based on her talking, which is breath as well. It is supported by the exaggeration
of the Shape Qualities (Squash and Stretch) in her body and the Initiation and Sequencing of
her movements, which are an integrated part of her Phrasing style.

Flow
A very important subject in Laban Movement Analysis is Flow. The larger concept of Flow has
many aspects, such as Flow as Flux, Flow Sensing, Shape Flow and Effort Flow (Bound Flow
and Free Flow).

Flow is something that is best understood by how it is sensed. It is hard to describe, almost
impossible to measure, but when it’s there, you know… and when not, you’ll also know. Flow
is about the ongoingness of movement, of life. But also about a stream that is (or is not)
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exchanged in communication. I think that Flow is one of the things that is very important in
the process of emphasizing. It is the stream on which the process of empathy takes place.

To be able to empathize one needs to be in touch with one’s own Flow, as much as the
observed person needs to have Flow him/herself, in order to be able to empathize with
him/her. This is valid for living humans as much as it is for human characters in animation, I
think. Still, in animation I sense absence of Flow quite frequently, which in those cases
makes the characters appear robotic and mechanical, like with Jake and Sintel for example.
Depending on the context, flowlessness in a character can of course be intended as to give a
character a robotic or creepy personality. Generally Flow is useful both to enhance and
diminish a character’s ability to engage us empathically.

I do not know how Flow is actually translated in (computer) animation. I suppose that this is
not easy. Still I do see/sense Flow (as Flux) in Snow White for example. In her character this
may be a result of the rotoscoping, thus translating almost literally every movement from
drawing to film. As I understand, the frames per second used were very dense, which also
makes a difference for indicating a sense of Flow.

Other characters that I see Flow in are Medusa and Gollum. And, as an aside, I also see Flow
in Neytiri in Avatar, as opposed to the character of Jake in the same movie, which makes it
much easier to empathize with her than with Jake.

Another way to articulate the presence of Flow is with the use of Successive Sequencing. To
be able to create a movement that visibly flows through the body, the Sequencing of the
movement generally needs to be Successive. Movements that are Sequencing Sequentially
or Simultaneously, will not easily express Flow as Flux, as they will not generally indicate a
sense of ongoingness. This is what happens with Jenny, I think. Her stick-like limbs, hinged to
her core, make any showing of Successive movement very difficult, thus making it difficult to
see Flow in her as a character.
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A different type of Flow that is hardly present in any of the characters, is Shape Flow, the
Mode of Shape Change that illustrates the relation and attention to Self. Shape Flow can
very much add to the sense of self of a character and imply an Inner experience as opposed
to the Outer activities most of the characters generally are in. Adding more Shape Flow
could contribute to a more balanced Inner/Outer expression of animated characters, like it
does in Gollum.

Weight
Weight has multiple guises in LMA as well, all interrelated. We speak of Weight Sensing
(aware of/experiencing one’s own Body Weight), Passive and Active use of Weight and
Weight Effort (Strong Weight and Light Weight). We also speak of Weight Shifts, when one
moves his/her body weight. In animation gravity does not exist and resolving the absence of
gravity into proper use of Weight in the characters, is a major challenge:
As human beings, the development of our ability to express ourselves occurs in a reciprocal
relationship with the development of functional body mechanics. […] At the same time, our
bodies are the vehicle of our expression; the motor patterning manifested by distinct
physiologies makes our expression uniquely our own.
In our physical world, we cultivate these functional/expressive capabilities in relationship to
gravity. Yet, in virtual worlds, we construct gravity by how we animate, capture, generate or
calculate qualities of movement. Hence, the absence of gravity in virtual worlds creates the
core issue of believability. (Bishko, 2013)


yield to push, push to reach pattern

The problem that the non-existing gravity in animation causes, can be seen in Sintel and Jake
leaping to climb up a high object. Nothing in these movement sequences expresses their
overcoming gravity to propel their body weight into the air to jump onto the object.
What I think is missing here is the sequencing of yield to push and push to reach pattern. As a
preparation to a jump one needs to yield, not only into the Base of Support, but also into the
joints, such as the hip joints. This folding the joints and yielding the body weight, will give the
resilience needed to push down into the Base of Support as an initiation to launch oneself
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into the air. Additionally, for a big jump, this needs to be combined with a lot of Strong
Weight and Quick time, otherwise the take-off will not appear natural and convincing.
The movement of the launch will then sequence through the body into a reach, most likely
from the upper body, especially when aiming for a high level change. And when arriving at
the new level, the sequence continues into a yielding of the whole body as soon as it hits the
new surface. For a big jump, the collision would be quite impactive on the body, so one
would expect to again see deep creasing in the joints, especially in the joints supporting the
weight, combined with some kind of shock-like movement going through the body, with
Quick Time and follow-through in the clothing, flesh or hair for example, to show the impact
of a heavy landing and the sudden stop.
From the sequencing above, I think the reach is expressed the most in the animated jumps
of Sintel and Jake, but the yield and push are clearly missing, making the jumps very unreal
to watch.

I observed a similar issue in Jake, trying to get on the horse: even though he is pushing his
own body weight up with his arms, I see no pushing pattern at all in his hands and arms,
which would be revealed in a spreading of his hands and much more Bound Flow and Strong
Weight in his arms as soon as the arms take over his body weight. Without this it looks as if
he is just ‘floating’ onto the animal.

I think also the illusion of contact or touch could be of benefit, especially from the use of
yield and push principles, in addition to what Leslie writes about this subject (Bishko, 2013):
Character contact presents challenges for film animation, and the same challenges are
amplified for games. LMA concepts to support believable character contact are:
▪

Weight Effort, varying the degree of pressure in the quality of touch from light
to firm, as well as the full spectrum of Effort possibilities;

▪

Shape Qualities, describing the way characters mold and accommodate their
body shape to another, supporting the relation of self to other;

▪

Mode of Shape Change, describing how characters change their body shape
over time.
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Yielding as a way to connect to the floor, or to another person when touching someone,
could add to the sense of making actual contact, I think, as could a clear push when taking
off from the floor or shoving someone or something away.



Weight Sensing

Another essential element of Weight is Weight Sensing, closely related to having a sense of
self. And although also in real life, speaking of my own experience, many people are not in
that place of sensing their own weight, it is very appealing when someone does and also a
very strong characteristic, such as you can see in the character of Medusa, who even despite
her vicious personality, seems very sensuous and appealing to watch. So whether to exhibit
it or not can be a conscious choice about how self-confident one wants a character to be,
but it should definitely be attended to in creating characterization, I think.

The way I feel Sense of Weight is shown in Medusa, is by her use of Passive Weight, easily
changing into Active use of Weight and back again. The Passive Weight is expressed by the
Shape Quality of Sinking and her body-mass ‘hanging’ or draping over her Base of Support
when sitting for example (Squash and Stretch).
Squash and Stretch is frequently associated with vertical motion and the force of gravity
acting on mass. It creates the illusion of weight. (Bishko, 2013)
In Snow White I experience Weight Sensing from the use of some Passive Weight and Sinking
Shape Quality as well, when she sighs after scrubbing the stairs.

I believe that Weight Sensing as moments of connecting to self, create empathy with a
character, like it does with people in real life too.


Weight Effort

Weight Effort is yet another way of looking at weight. Weight Effort is about overcoming
resistance and as gravity is a form of resistance – a very present one in our world too. The
conscious use of Strong Weight and Light Weight can do a lot for creating the illusion of
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gravity. For instance, actions that require power, need to show a sense of Strong Weight, to
make the movement kinesthetically believable.

In Medusa, Strong Weight is illustrated with the help of, amongst other things, exaggeration.
When she angrily hits the desk with her fist, we see a pair of keys, together with one of the
mice and other items ‘jumping’ up. And when she furiously puts down the phone, we see
everything shudder as if an earthquake were happening. I realize stylistically this is not
always suitable in every animation, but it does serve the kinesthetic sense of Strong Weight
very well.

I think a very good job of this is done on the character of Jenny too, who shows us both
Strong Weight (when frustrated after the contest with Hiccups) and Light Weight (when she
is flying on the back of the dragon). Here the Strong Weight is not conveyed from
exaggeration from movement of the environment, but from engagement of the core in the
movement (Core Initiation), together with Quick Time Effort and Simultaneous Sequencing.
When Jenny is flying I think the transparency of the clouds supports the illusion of Light
Weight, as well as the use of the Indulging Effort Quality of Sustainment. The affined use of
Space in her arm gestures and focus towards the High Level endorses the sense of Light
Weight too.
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CONCLUSION
Having tuned in to quite a few of the distinct components of LMA in the previous chapter, in
the end I think the most important thing that sometimes seems to be missing in computer
animation of movement characterization is synthesis: the Parts combined and interacting
together, creating an integrated Whole. Movement expression is not simply the sum of
different aspects of movement. Moreover it is about correctly integrating all components
into one whole movement experience.

To achieve this, it is important to make conscious choices about both the movement qualities
in actions and the movement signatures defining specific characters when designing them,
and to apply these choices consistently to the moving character: choices that suit the
character and the context of the story; choices that altogether define an integrated Whole of
body shape, personality and movement signature of the character; and of course choices
that support the specific actions in the moment and/or communicate what needs to be
expressed.

I feel that conscious choices on body shape and personality already are being made most of
the time. In the characters’ movement this does not always seem to be the case, at least not
from the LMA perspective, as I observed throughout this project.
Therefore I believe that knowledge of LMA could be a valuable addition to the skills of
animators and directors of animation movies. With LMA one can gain a better understanding
of movement all together as well as of the communicative aspect of movement. With LMA
movement can be described and understood both in detail (Micro) and as a whole (Macro).

During this project I found that nowadays directors and/or animators are sometimes losing
themselves in details on behalf of ‘realism’. These details do not necessarily create more
believability though. A risk that arises when aiming for too much realism in the
representation of human beings, is the effect of Uncanny Valley:
The uncanny valley is a hypothesis in the field of human aesthetics which holds that when
human features look and move almost, but not perfectly, like natural human beings, it causes
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a response of revulsion among human observers. […] The "valley" refers to the dip in a graph
of the comfort level of humans as subjects move toward a healthy, natural human likeness
described in a function of a subject's aesthetic acceptability. The original hypothesis states
that as the appearance of a robot is made more human, a human observer's emotional
response to the robot will become increasingly positive and empathic, until a point is reached
beyond which the response quickly becomes that of strong revulsion. However, as the robot's
appearance continues to become less distinguishable from that of a human being, the
emotional response becomes positive once more and approaches human-to-human empathy
levels. This area of repulsive response aroused by a robot with appearance and motion
between a "barely human" and "fully human" entity is called the uncanny valley. (Wikipedia,
Uncanny Valley)
This effect of the uncanny valley not only applies to robots, but to other technologies that
try to copy or simulate humans as well, such as 3D computer animation and motion capture.
I feel that my ‘feeling awkward’ when watching some of the animated characters at times
could be related to this “uncanny valley”.
I feel that sometimes it is necessary to add to or leave out what realism would prescribe in
order to have a character come across alive and credible. Or, as Robin Noorda put it when I
met him: “Eigenheid is geloofwaardiger dan realisme.. De werkelijkheid, die verzin je niet,
die is zo onwaarschijnlijk…” (Particularity is more credible than realism. Reality, you can’t
even make that up, as it is so unlikely…)

Another issue that I thought of whilst watching the various movies made with different
techniques was the different ways in which images are transferred from the creator
(animator) to their holding place, being paper/celluloid or a computer, during the process of
creation. I think working with pencil and paper is very different from working on a computer,
generating different results.
For instance, as I found out how important a proper use of Phrasing is to me in the process
of empathizing, I wondered if Phrasing is more easily expressed from drawing than it is by
using computer software to create character movement. I notice that when I write for
example, my Phrasing directly shows from the action of the writing itself, in the sentences,
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but in my handwriting too. My mood is immediately expressed in the pressure I give to the
pen and in the quickness of my writing, and my breath influences the result as well. When
typing though, no matter how Light or Bound or Sustained my keystrokes are, the
appearance of the letters is always the same.
Writing on paper is practically like speaking for me: I generally write a sentence at once,
sometimes a whole story. But on the computer, I write in bits and pieces. I adjust a word
directly when I see a mistake, and generally go back and forth a sentence several times
before it is finished.
I recognize this from my work as a software developer too. The way to write a program or
otherwise work on a computer is fragmented, detailed and precise. Of course I look at the
whole afterwards, and I definitely check out the coherence of my work before I deliver
anything, but I need to do this as a separate action. It is not a given from the work itself. As
such, especially regarding Phrasing, working on a computer in such fragmented way will
never give the same results as putting things down in one ‘stroke’ so to speak, such as with
writing.

I can imagine that in creating animation it works the same way, not only for Phrasing, but for
Flow, Weight etc., and for integration of the whole as well. Drawing an image using a pencil
transfers the movement qualities and phrasing of the drawing action itself to the resulting
image relatively naturally. On a computer I imagine that the creation of images is much more
fabricated, requiring more awareness and skill of the animator to add the Flow and Phrasing
etc. to the image in a distinct action, increasing the chance of a less coherent result than
from drawing by hand.

On another level I was surprised to see aspects such as Flow and Weight in the characters
that I observed, which I had not expected, since I thought such qualities would not be
possible to be translated to computer language. As I still see computers as machines that
only know zeroes and ones, how is it ever possible to produce movement that is ‘fluid’ or
‘strong’, being arguably non-measurable entities? I thought this must be easier for Time and
Space Effort, being related to time and space, which are measurable entities.
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I discerned some supportive aspects that helped to create the illusion of the mentioned
qualities, giving me some idea about how this is being done, but I am still curious if and how
qualities like Flow and Weight Effort are being translated into computer code and I hope to
gain further insight on this in the future.
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APPENDIX I – CODING SHEETS
In this appendix I added some of my coding sheets to show 3 phases in my process of
observation and analysis. Starting with the empty coding sheet I used for all characters, as an
example I added 2 subsequent versions of the coding sheet of Snow White to illustrate the
progression of my observation data and concurring analysis.
My notes in the right column were my basis for the final movement signatures in the end.
The movement signatures and notes while observing led to my general thoughts and
conclusion on how LMA principles could help to make human animation more alive.

Coding Sheet empty
LMA categories

Observed

Notes

Theme
Standing out in BESS
More specific


Body



Effort



Shape



Space

Phrasing
General remarks
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Coding Sheet after first observations and analysis
Character: Snow White
Observation Date(s): 23-01-2013, 22-02-2013
Key words:
Light, lively, integrated, expressive, defined, distant, blossom, reliable
LMA categories
Theme

Observed
I/O

Standing out in BESS

Shape and Space

More specific
 Body


Effort



Shape



Space

Phrasing

General remarks
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Core Support
Core-Distal
Weight Sensing?
Light Weight
Direct and Indirect Space
Quick Time
Bound Flow
Directional
Bit Shape Flow Breath Support
Peripheral Spatial Tension

Some Swing, Some Vibratory

Notes
Very busy with the environment,
but in relation to herself
Directional (Bridging) and Spatial
Tension very dominant

States: Dream (when scrubbing),
Awake (when running), Stable –
Light, Direct – (when clearing),
Dream(?) (when dancing)

PST in combination with Stable
State with Light Weight and
Direct Space
Vibratory when running. Nice
use of Phrasing in general. Very
supportive of all actions and
communication.
Snow White seems an integrated
character to me. Her movement
is very defined and conscious. All
aspects of her movement
signature seem to be put in
purposely and all aspects seem
to support each other to make
her character move as a ‘whole’.
Her Phrasing (in B,E,Sh, and Sp)
is supportive of what she is
communicating. Synthesis.
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Coding Sheet, working towards movement signature
Character: Snow White
Observation Date(s): 23-01-2013, 22-02-2013, 09-03-2013
Key words:
Light, lively, integrated, expressive, defined, distant, blossom, reliable

LMA categories
Theme

Observed
I/O
Flow as Flux

Standing out in BESS

Shape and Space

More specific
 Body

Breath Support
Core Support
Core-Distal
Shape Intent
Weight Shifts
Weight Sensing
Use of Passive Weight
Both Postural movement (in
working actions) and Gestural
Movements (in the picking
things up, the cutting with the
knife (arm gestures) and
kissing the dwarfs (gesture of
head))

Notes
Snow White seems very busy
with the environment with direct
focus and Body Actions, both
Travelling and Gestural (cleaning,
cooking, running from scary
creatures, inspecting the room),
but at the same time she seems
very much in relation to herself.
Watching Snow White, I am also
seeing a constant stream of
ongoingness, of Flow as Flux.
Directional Movement (bridging)
and Peripheral Spatial Tension
seem very dominant.
Breath Support in the sigh in the
beginning (0:05). In that and
right after, when standing up,
emptying the bucket and walking
to the well, I get a clear sense of
Weight Sensing, especially
through the use of some Passive
Weight. In the other scenes I do
not get this sense so much,
maybe a little in the dancing, but
there still seems to be a sense of
self. I think it comes her focus
alternating between outward
and inward.
Also beautifully animated Weight
Shifts in the more Postural
movements, like in the cleaning
of the stairs, the little bow at
01:05 and the preparing of the
dough at 01:32.
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70



Effort

Light Weight
Direct and Indirect Space
Quick Time
Bound Flow



Shape

Directional
Some Shape Qualities (in the
first scene of cleaning the
stairs: Sinking when sighing,
Advancing in emptying the
bucket and some Retreating in
the running in the woods)



Space

Peripheral Spatial Tension

States: Dream (when scrubbing),
Awake (when running), Stable –
Light, Direct – (when clearing),
Dream(?) (when dancing)
Condensing Efforts seem
dominant. Light Weight seems to
be the factor that mitigates the
Condensing nature of the other
Effort Qualities used. At the
same time it takes away the
sense of Grounding, but
somehow that seems to fit her
personality, so it does not
interfere with my kinesthetic
empathy for her.
I feel that Snow White has a lot
of Shape Flow Support. Even
when she is quite attentive to
the environment and uses
Directional Movement in her
gestures, she still seems to be
self-aware at the same time,
which I would describe as Shape
Flow Support. She loses this in
the woods, where she is running
around scared, which seems a
logical effect in such a situation.
Through her Directional way of
moving, it feels that although
she interacts with her
environment, she keeps a
distance as well. I hardly see any
Shaping, apart from the goodbye
of one of the dwarfs at 02:01.
Peripheral Spatial Tension in
combination with Stable State
with Light Weight and Direct
Space, especially when in the
house of the Dwarfs (starting
00:48 when inspecting the
mess): arms are held in an arclike shape, palms facing
outwards in side-forward
direction. Chest/shoulder girdle
is often lifted and retreated
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Phrasing

General remarks

Some Swing, some Vibratory

backwards, away from the
hands. The same goes for the
picking up and showing of stuff
in the house: hands away from
chest, head facing the stuff she is
holding. The same goes for when
lifting the cake to cut off some
dough: her slightly bent left arm
holds the cake in the air, forward
and slightly up in the Sagittal
Plane; the right hand is held in
the same direction to cut the
dough, her chest is lifted Upward
and her head is lifted too,
creating a Spatial Pull in the
High-Backward Direction, away
from the hands, while focus
directed to the cake. And even
when kissing the dwarfs for
goodbyes, there are moments of
PST, when she advances the
head of a dwarf with her own
head as a head Gesture, and at
the same time pulls her arms
backwards (again in a curve with
hands facing outwards), initiated
from the elbows.
The PST in Snow White often
manifests itself in the lifted and
retreated chest, which at the
same time supports the sense of
Light Weight through its Affinity,
thus giving Snow White a lightheartedness instead of a distantlike personality, that she
otherwise might have had.
The use of Phrasing seems very
clear and supportive of all
actions and communication of
the character. Snow White
generally uses Swing Phrasing
and Vibratory when running in
the woods.
Snow White seems an integrated
character to me. Her movements
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are very defined and conscious.
All aspects of her movement
signature seem to be put in
purposely and all aspects seem
to support each other to make
her character move as a ‘whole’.
Her Phrasing (in B,E,Sh, and Sp)
is supportive of what she is
communicating. Synthesis.
I wouldn’t say that the Flow as
Flux that I am seeing, is Flow
Effort so much, but more a result
of clear and overlapping Swing
Phrasing and some Successive
Sequencing.
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APPENDIX II – ARGUMENTS FOR FAIR USE
In this document copyrighted work was used. I believe that the doctrine of fair use applies to
the use of this material is in this project, because of the following reasons:


The purpose of this project is research and education



The copyrighted work is used for analysis of and critiquing the work



The copyrighted work is used as illustrations of different techniques used



The material is taken appropriate in kind and amount, considering the nature of the
copyrighted work and of the use; only as much as needed to do and to illustrate a
well and underpinned analysis



The material used is transformed by using it for a different purpose than the original
work



I expect no economic harm, maybe even a positive influence on the field (advise on
improvement)



This is a non-profit project, not under commercial exploitation



The project is not intended to be re-published, other than for educational use and/or
in small amounts



I believe to act reasonably and in good faith



Credits/Attributions on the copyrighted work is provided
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